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A B S T R A C T 

67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko is a Jupiter-family comet that was the target of the Rosetta mission, the first mission to successfully 

orbit and land a probe on a comet. This mission was accompanied by a large ground-based observing campaign. We have 
developed a pipeline to calibrate and measure photometry of comet 67P during its 2016 perihelion passage, making use of all 
visible wavelength broad-band imaging collected across a wide range of facilities. The pipeline calibrates the brightness of the 
comet to a common photometric system (Pan-STARRS 1) using background stars within the field allowing for compilation and 

comparison of multiple data sets. Results follow the predictions based on previous apparitions: 67P shows no obvious change in 

acti vity le vels from orbit-to-orbit and coma colours remain constant throughout the apparition. We detected an outburst on 2015 

August 22 of ∼0.14 mag. The brightness and estimated mass of this outburst puts it in line with the outbursts directly observed 

on the nucleus by Rosetta. An in situ outburst was observed at the same time as the one seen from the ground; ho we ver, linking 

these two events directly remains challenging. 

K ey words: comets: indi vidual: 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

7P/Churyumov–Gerasimenk o w as the target of the Rosetta mission, 
he first mission to successfully orbit a cometary nucleus and follow 

t along its journey through perihelion. The mission returned a unique 
ache of data, collected in situ at the nucleus, revealing new insights
bout comet surface activity (e.g. El-Maarry et al. 2019 ; Filacchione 
t al. 2019 ; Vincent et al. 2019 ; Marschall et al. 2020 ; Choukroun
t al. 2020 ; Mottola et al. 2020 ). This mission was backed up by a
arge ground-based observing campaign (Snodgrass et al. 2017 ) that 
ollowed the activity of 67P through its perihelion passage. This data 
et is one of the most detailed and comprehensive data sets ever taken
f a comet, with co v erage across almost all of the comet’s inward
nd outward journeys, so provides an ideal treasure trove for detailed 
nalysis. 

The Rosetta mission provides us with an opportunity to link 
round-based observations with ev ents observ ed in situ in orbit
round the comet’s nucleus. Outbursts are a signature of activity; 
an y were observ ed on the nuclear surface by instruments onboard
osetta. Inbound to the comet an outburst was detected in 2014 
pril (Tubiana et al. 2015 ). The comet was regularly monitored as

he spacecraft approached between 2014 July and 2014 October, 
ith no further outbursts seen. Once in orbit around the comet an
utburst was seen in 2015 February (Knollenberg et al. 2016 ). Over
he next few months, the Rosetta probe had to retreat to a safe distance
 E-mail: dgar@roe.ac.uk 
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rom the comet due to high dust content in the coma; during this
ime any outbursts on the comet’s surface could have been missed.
etween July and September 2015, as the comet passed perihelion, 
4 individual outbursts were observed as detailed in Vincent et al.
 2016 ). At the same time, Boehnhardt et al. ( 2016 ) saw a large dust
jection event in the coma morphology in images acquired at the 2-m
endelstein telescope on 2015 August 22–23, but they do not make

 link between this observation and any outbursts seen by Rosetta.
night et al. ( 2017 ), observing from the 0.8-m Lowell telescope,

lso saw the same outburst in their photometry on 2015 August 22.
hey make a tentative link to an outburst observed by Rosetta. They
lso report a possible outburst occurring on 2015 September 19 but
hey do not match it with any other known outbursts of 67P. Another
otable outburst was seen by multiple instruments on Rosetta on 
016 February 19 (Gr ̈un et al. 2016 ). Initial analysis of TRAPPIST
bservations o v er this period by Gr ̈un et al. ( 2016 ) claims to show
n increased and sustained brightness correlating to this outburst. 
garwal et al. ( 2017 ) saw an outburst on 2016 July 3. 
Aside from searching for small-scale transient events, tracing 

cti vity can gi ve us an insight into the ageing processes that affects a
omet. Predictions of the dust activity were made by Snodgrass et al.
 2013 ) and the observations have shown the comet to be following
hese predictions (Snodgrass et al. 2017 ). This leads us to believe that
he activity of 67P remains largely unchanged from orbit-to-orbit and 
herefore results from Rosetta can be applied more generally to help
onstrain models of comet acti vity e volution and scale results to
ifferent comets and apparitions. The activity analysis performed in 
nodgrass et al. ( 2017 ) was made using an approximate calibration;
is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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Table 1. Summary table of analysed observations. Filters in letters for 
standard bands, with lowercase ( g,r,i,z ) indicating Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
(SDSS)-type filters and upper case ( B,V,R,I ) indicating Johnson/Cousins 
types. 

Telescope/instrument Filter Dates (YY/MM/DD) 

NOT/ALFOSC V,R 13/05/13-16/08/10 
NOT/StanCam V,R 14/04/05-16/05/22 
OGS/SDC visible 14/09/21-16/07/04 
TRAPPIST-South/CCD B,V,R,I 15/04/18-16/06/07 
NTT/EFOSC r 15/04/22-16/07/29 
VLT/FORS R 15/05/21-17/03/25 
WHT/ACAM R,I 15/07/06-16/06/28 
STELLA/WIFSIP g,r,i,z 15/07/18-16/06/08 
LT/IO:O g,r,i,z 15/07/18-16/06/11 
LOT B,V,R 15/08/02-15/11/07 
LCOGT/Merope g,r,i,z 15/08/07-15/09/21 
Rozhen BNAO 2-m/FoReRo-2 B,R 15/08/11-16/11/06 
CA 2.2-m/CAFOS R 15/08/14-16/06/05 
CA 3.5-m/MOSCA R 15/08/18-15/08/25 
Lowell 0.8-m/NASAcam R 15/08/18-15/12/01 
TNG/DOLoRes B,V,R 15/08/18-16/03/17 
Wendelstein 2-m/WWFI g,r,i 15/08/21-16/05/08 
OSN 1.5-m/CCD R 15/09/21-16/04/30 
INT/WFC B,r,i 15/10/13-16/06/23 
BTA/SCORPIO2 r,g 15/11/07-16/04/01 
LCOGT/SBIG r 15/12/14-16/01/30 
OSN 0.9-m/CCD R 16/01/13-16/01/16 
LCOGT/Sinistro r 16/01/27-16/03/30 
Gemini N/GMOS g,r,i,z 16/02/16-16/05/28 
IRTF/MORIS r 16/03/14-16/03/28 

LT/IO:O g,r,i,z 21/07/06-22/06/11 
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n this paper, we detail a precise calibration method using comparison
o the Pan-STARRS catalogue (Tonry et al. 2012 ). The calibration
ethod was applied across the majority of the Snodgrass et al. ( 2017 )

ampaign data. In this paper, we search the broadband photometry to
nd small-scale variations that could be linked to outbursts. The large
ool of data allows us to confirm the brightening across multiple data
ets, paying attention to events seen by Rosetta to see if any links
ould be made. We also look to see if we can confirm the outbursts
een in Vincent et al. ( 2016 ), Boehnhardt et al. ( 2016 ), Knight et al.
 2017 ), Gr ̈un et al. ( 2016 ), and Agarwal et al. ( 2017 ). We aim to
onstrain the detectability of small-scale events from ground-based
bservations. These constraints will help future interpretations of
round-based observations of comets and link them to changes in
he nucleus, which we cannot visit directly. 

 OBSERVATION S  

able 1 summarizes the broad-band imaging observations of 67P
ade between 2013 and 2017. The whole data set co v ers a total on-

arget observing time of ∼640 h with 9606 individual frames from 27
elescopes across nine countries. The data at the beginning and end
f the campaign offered limited use due to our pipeline’s limitation in
etecting dim targets in crowded fields and therefore are not suitable
or automatic photometry analysis. Nordic optical telescope (NOT)
bservations, for e xample, co v er a period in 2014 when the comet
as visible at low altitudes in the northern sky. These data, however,
ue to the comet’s faintness and the high airmass during observation,
re not suitable for automatic processing. Analysis of the 2014 NOT
ata was performed by Zaprudin et al. ( 2015 ) and analysis of the
NRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 
emaining 2014 data can be found in Snodgrass et al. ( 2016 ). In
his paper, we focus our analyses on the data between 2015 and
016, which co v ers the majority of the comet’s inner Solar system
assage and the ’escort’ phase of the Rosetta mission. It was during
his phase that the majority of the telescopes were observing the
omet re gularly, pro viding almost 24/7 co v erage at some points. The
arly portion of this data was afflicted by less fa v ourable viewing
onditions due to the small solar elongation in the early months
f observation, including during the perihelion on 2015 August 13.
fter 2015 October it became more fa v ourable to view. 
We highlight data that have unique coverage or significance in the

ollowing sub-sections. 

.1 Very large telescope 

he 8-m European Southern Observatory Very Large Telescope
VLT) in Chile provides the longest observing period from start to
nd; the VLT began observing 67P in 2013 to measure the astrometry
f the comet before the spacecraft’s arri v al and constrain the start of
ctivity (Snodgrass et al. 2016 ). It also e xtends be yond the observing
indows of most other telescopes with observations made until 2017
arch 25 providing unique coverage of the comet’s outward journey

s it dims to below detectable brightness. 

.2 Nordic optical telescope 

imilarly to the VLT, the NOT started observing 67P in 2013. Despite
eing located on La Palma in the Northern hemisphere, the 2.56-
 telescope is capable of observing at very low altitudes meaning

t started observing before its Northern hemisphere counterparts.
o we ver, these early observ ations are of limited use because of the
ifficulty of detecting the faint comet. The NOT provides regular
o v erage o v er the course of the perihelion passage, observing once
r twice a week between 2015 July 1 and 2016 August 10 in both R -
nd V -bands. More details of these observing runs can be found in
aprudin et al. ( 2015 ) and Zaprudin et al. ( 2017 ). 

.3 TRAPPIST 

he robotic 60-cm TRAPPIST telescope in La Silla (Jehin et al.
011 ) pro vides re gular co v erage across all of the perihelion passage
ncluding a unique period between 2015 April 18 and June 27
hen the comet was difficult to observe from Northern hemisphere
bserv atories. TRAPPIST provided observ ations in B -, V -, R -, and
 -bands across the whole passage. For more details see Snodgrass
t al. ( 2016 ). 

.4 Li v er pool telescope 

he robotic 2-m Liverpool Telescope (LT) on La Palma provides
ome of the most regular coverage in r -band across the majority
f the perihelion passage between 2015 July 18 and 2016 June 11
nd measurements in the g -, i -, and z-bands between 2015 July 18
o August 31 and 2016 February 10 to June 11. This run was also
etailed in Snodgrass et al. ( 2016 ). 
Using the LT, we undertook regular monitoring of 67P during its

ext apparition between 2021 July 6 and 2022 June 11 co v ering both
nbound and outbound journeys. These observations are discussed in
ection 6.4 . 
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Figure 1. Flo wchart sho wing the steps in the automatic astrometry and 
photometry calibration pipeline. 
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Table 2. Summary table of the colour terms used during colour calibration 
for each data set. 

Telescope/instrument Filter Colour Colour term 

NOT/ALFOSC V g − r 0 .45 
R g − r 0 .14 

OGS/SDC visible g − r − 0 .41 
TRAPPIST-South/CCD B g − r − 0 .55 

V g − r 0 .48 
R g − r 0 .14 
I r − i 0 .23 

VLT/FORS R g − r 0 .22 
WHT/ACAM r g − r − 0 .04 

i r − i 0 .04 
STELLA/WIFSIP g g − r − 0 .15 

r g − r − 0 .02 
i r − i 0 .07 
z i − z − 0 .20 

LT/IO:O g g − r − 0 .01 
r g − r − 0 .02 
i r − i 0 .04 
z i − z 0 .13 

LOT B g − r − 0 .28 
V g − r 0 .43 
R g − r 0 .16 

LCOGT/Merope g g − r 0 .03 
r g − r 0 .01 
i r − i 0 .04 
z i − z − 0 .07 

Rozhen BNAO 2-m/FoReRo-2 R g − r 0 .21 
CA 2.2-m/CAFOS R g − r 0 .22 
CA 3.5-m/MOSCA R g − r 0 .10 
Lowell 0.8-m/NASAcam R g − r 0 .08 
TNG/DOLoRes B g − r − 0 .52 

V g − r 0 .42 
R g − r 0 .14 

Wendelstein 2-m/WWFI g g − r − 0 .02 
r g − r 0 .02 
i r − i 0 .05 

OSN 1.5-m/CCD R g − r 0 .20 
INT/WFC B g − r − 0 .45 

r g − r 0 .04 
i r − i 0 .08 

BTA/SCORPIO2 r g − r 0 .01 
LCOGT/SBIG r g − r 0 .01 
OSN 0.9-m/CCD R g − r 0 .09 
LCOGT/Sinistro r g − r 0 .01 
Gemini N/GMOS g g − r − 0 .08 

r g − r 0 .10 
i r − i 0 .15 
z i − z − 0 .27 
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.5 Wendelstein 

he 2-m telescope at the Wendelstein observatory in Germany 
ro vided o v er 90 h of regular post-perihelion co v erage between 2015
ugust 22 and 2016 May 9 and shows initial evidence for an outburst

Boehnhardt et al. 2016 ). 

.6 Lowell 

he 0.8-m telescope at the Lowell Observatory made regular obser- 
ations post-perihelion between 2015 August 18 and 2015 December 
. It observed the same outburst seen by the Wendelstein telescope 
s well as a second potential outburst (Knight et al. 2017 ). 

 DATA  R E D U C T I O N  

ur data are calibrated through a custom-built pipeline, which 
ncorporates JPL Horizons (Giorgini et al. 1996 ), Astrometry.net 
Lang et al. 2010 ), SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996 ), and
ALVIACAT (Kelley & Lister 2019 ). Fig. 1 shows a flowchart of the
teps in the pipeline. The steps in the pipeline are: 

(i) The date from the FITS header is extracted and passed to JPL
orizons to retrieve the ephemeris data of the comet (for our purposes 
e are interested in position and geocentric distance). The RA and 
ec of the target at that date is passed to Astrometry.net. 
(ii) Astrometry.net calibrates the image’s world coordinate system 

WCS) using the image coordinates of the sources in the field 
nd cross-referencing them with its own catalogue to accurately 
etermine the astrometry of the image. Astrometry.net searches 
ithin 1 ◦ of the comet coordinates passed from JPL Horizons to 
ecrease the computation time compared with performing a blind 
earch. 

(iii) SEXTRACTOR extracts the instrumental magnitudes of all 
ources within the field of view using automatic elliptical apertures 
efined so as to contain at least 90 per cent of the source flux around
very detected object (Bertin & Arnouts 1996 ). SEXTRACTOR flags 
ources that could be problematic during the extraction process; 
hese warnings can indicate neighbouring sources, saturated pixels, 
r memory o v erflows. The flagged sources are remo v ed from the
ource list before using the WCS to create a catalogue and passing it
o CALVIACAT . 
(iv) The cleaned source list is then fed into CALVIACAT which 
alibrates the magnitudes to the Pan-STARRS photometric system 

Tonry et al. 2012 ). It works by cross-referencing the source list with
he Pan-STARRS DR1 (PS1) catalogue. Using the WCS coordinates 
f sources within the frame it finds matching PS1 sources and then
stimates the calibration constant with colour correction. Table 2 
isplays the colour terms used in the calibrations for each filter
n each data set. Before calibrating the magnitudes, the pipeline 
emo v es an y sources with a PS1 PSF - Kron magnitude greater than
.05. These sources are likely to be galaxies and therefore cannot be
sed as calibrators. 
(v) The comet is identified by finding the source with the WCS

oordinates that most closely match the coordinates from JPL 
MNRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 
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Figure 2. Light curve of 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko measured within 10 000 km aperture. Photometry has been calibrated and scaled to the PS1 r -band. 
The vertical dotted line shows time of perihelion on 2015 August 13. The photometry behind this plot can be found in Table A1 . 
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orizons, within 4 arcsec. Photometry is then measured with a fixed
perture of 10 000 km radius using the geocentric distance from JPL
orizons and appropriate pixel scale from the WCS to calculate the

orresponding radius in pixels. If other catalogue sources are found
ithin the aperture, then the pipeline raises a flag and records their
an-STARRS magnitudes. 

The pipeline does have limitations. In order to perform automatic
strometry and magnitude calibration, the pipeline needs a large
ample of background stars which can be lacking in some frames,
articularly from instruments with relatively small fields of view.
he pipeline does not take into account bright field stars that can
ontribute to the background level inside the aperture, or completely
utshine the comet, even if their centres are outside the comet
perture. This leads to a target being artificially brightened, especially
hen the target is dimmer and more likely to be outshone by field

tars. These have to be removed manually. 

 RESU LTS  

.1 Summary 

ig. 2 shows the r -band light curve of 67P, calibrated to the PS1
hotometric system, compiling all the data processed through our
ipeline. Table 3 presents a summary of the data processed. In this
ub-section we briefly describe specific results from specific data
ets. 

The VLT provided a high-quality data set that ran with few issues.
s such it was used as the test data for the initial development of the
ipeline. The VLT data also helped us constrain the limitations of
he automatic detection, with its wide observing window it observed
he comet at its faintest. From this we determined that the pipeline
orks best when observing a comet brighter than 20 mag. 
NRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 
The regular observations by the LT were well suited for our
ipeline producing well calibrated and consistent results in g -, r -,
 -, and z-bands. These data formed the backbone of our comparison
nd we used this as a ‘true’ representation of the light curve. The
olours obtained from the LT were also used as our starting point
hen approaching colour calibration of the remaining data. 
The NOT/ALFOSC data presented an issue; noisy edges left o v er

rom the data reduction process. These noisy edges were sometimes
ncorrectly identified as sources by Astrometry.net causing it to fail to
olve. We initially tried masking the edges but the problem persisted
ven after masking. We concluded that then it must have been an issue
ith the fields of stars themselves. We took the decision to discard

hese images rather than adapt the pipeline to mask the specific noise
attern since this affected only around 12 per cent of the images in
he NOT data, and even fewer in the data set as a whole. Despite
his, it is one of the most well calibrated and comprehensive data
ets in both r - and g -bands. 32 images taken by CAFOS on the Calar
lto Observatory (CA) 2.2-m telescope had noisy artefacts, similar

o the NOT, which caused the pipeline to fail. Again, we took the
ecision to simply discard these frames. The calibration of some of
hese data has wide variations within nights due to the small number
f calibration stars within the field of view. This led to some differing
stimations of the zero-point in each frame as CALVIACAT tried to fit
 line to a small number of points. The large number of exposures
aken each night allowed us to remo v e outliers in the calibration.

hile this data set is large it is concentrated on small groups
f consecutive nights separated by weeks rather than long-term
onitoring. 
The Lowell data set has good co v erage around perihelion, but

omewhat inconsistent calibration due to varying quality between
rames. Several frames contained dead pixels which sometimes
ould lie on top of a star, making the calibration less accurate.
he 43 frames where the dead pixels lay within the comet aperture
ere discounted. 

art/stac2995_f2.eps
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Table 3. Summary table of data processed through the pipeline. Frames input is the original number of images passed to the pipeline. Frames processed is the 
number of frames successfully calibrated by the pipeline, images causing the pipeline to fail, or images manually remo v ed from the final data are not included 
in this number. 

Telescope/instrument Frames input / successfully processed 
B V R I g r i z 

NOT/ALFOSC – – 489 460 667 459 – – – – – – – – – –
NOT/StanCam – – 51 0 56 0 – – – – – – – – – –
OGS/SDC – – – – 258 192 – – – – – – – – – –
TRAPPIST-South/CCD 63 59 247 217 74 72 69 61 – – – – – – – –
NTT/EFOSC – – – – – – – – – – 24 0 – – – –
VLT/FORS – – – – 53 52 – – – – – – – – – –
WHT/ACAM – – – – – – – – – – 9 9 3 3 – –
STELLA/WIFSIP – – – – – – – – 25 25 745 645 25 25 35 35 
LT/IO:O – – – – – – – – 109 100 355 317 109 100 109 100 
LOT 4 3 5 5 14 13 – – – – – – – – – –
LCOGT/Merope – – – – – – – – 28 28 32 32 14 14 14 14 
Rozhen BNAO 2-m/FoReRo-2 5 0 – – 13 2 – – – – – – – – – –
CA 2.2-m/CAFOS – – – – 912 690 – – – – – – – – – –
CA 3.5-m/MOSCA – – – – 22 22 – – – – – – – – – –
Lowell 0.8-m/NASAcam – – – – 354 318 – – – – – – – – – –
TNG/DOLoRes 48 48 74 74 69 64 – – – – – – – – – –
Wendelstein 2-m/WWFI – – – – – – – – 45 44 1619 1245 41 38 – –
OSN 1.5-m/CCD – – – – 1499 1473 – – – – – – – – – –
INT/WFC 37 34 – – – – 2 2 – – 90 86 – – – –
BTA/SCORPIO2 – – – – – – – – 6 0 15 13 – – – –
LCOGT/SBIG – – – – – – – – – – 51 42 – – – –
OSN 0.9-m/CCD – – – – 78 78 – – – – – – – – – –
LCOGT/Sinistro – – – – – – – – – – 42 36 – – – –
Gemini N/GMOS – – – – – – – – 17 17 42 42 12 12 12 12 
IRTF/MORIS – – – – – – – – – – 113 0 – – – –
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Figure 3. Light curve around low phase angles. All points have been 
calibrated to r PS1 band. A clear offset is seen in the TRAPPIST (blue 
triangles), OSN (yellow squares), OGS (pink hexagons), and CAFOS (black 
downward-triangles) points which were measured in Johnson/Cousin R filter. 
The majority of the other points were measured in sloan- r type filters. 
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The European Space Agency (ESA) Optical Ground Station 
OGS) data contained 18 frames which were discounted due to being 
ointed towards the wrong area of the sky. Another 37 frames did
ot have enough background stars to perform calibration. 
The pipeline failed to run on Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF), 

ew Technology Telescope (NTT), and NOT/STANCAM data due 
o the small field of view in the images. There were few stars within
he field which meant astrometry and photometry calibrations failed. 

It is worth mentioning the William Herschel Telescope (WHT), 
ULIN Observatory One-Meter Telescope (LOT), Telescopio 
azionale Galileo (TNG), Isaac Newton Telescope (INT), and 
olshoi Teleskop Alt-azimutalnyi (BTA). They are well calibrated 
ata b ut ha v e sparse co v erage having only three to five nights of
bservations in each set. The consistent calibrations made possible 
ue to the larger data set they are a part of meant that they are
till useful in the final data to fill in gaps and aid in confirming
utbursts. 
Any data not mentioned above ran through our pipeline success- 

ully and was generally well calibrated. A common issue in these data
ere the occasional lack of background stars to use for photometric 

alibration but this typically affected less than 10 per cent of images.
Overall the pipeline w ork ed well and processed the majority ( ∼

3 per cent) of the data and produced well calibrated and consistent
esults across the different data sets. The pipeline works best when 
he comet is brighter than mag 20 brightness and in a well-exposed,
ut not too crowded, field of stars. Without these conditions the comet
dentification and calibration becomes increasingly inaccurate. 

A limitation highlighted by the NOT/ALFOSC and CA/CAFOS 

ata is that the pipeline has no way of adjusting for any noisy edges
r artefacts that may remain after data reduction. This noise often 
as misidentified as sources by SEXTRACTOR and Astrometry.net 
hich caused them either to fail or give inaccurate results. The 
ther limitation is the pipeline only does simple aperture photometry 
round the comet and does not take into account any contribution
f the background flux from nearby bright stars that are outwith the
perture. We decided against implementing a fix for both of these
ssues because of the small proportion of images they affect. 

.2 Offset between telescopes around low phase angles 

 peculiar effect we see in our data is a significant shift in r -band
agnitudes at low phase angles between different telescopes (Fig. 3 ).
he TRAPPIST data is the best example of this, it follows the
MNRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Colour against modified Julian date between 2015 March 19 and 2016 July 31 for comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko measured with (a) Gemini- 
North, (b) the Liverpool Telescope, (c) the Nordic Optical Telescope, (d) STELLA, (e) TRAPPIST-South, and (f) the Wendelstein 2-m telescope in the g -, r -, 
i -, and z-bands. The weighted mean colours are shown with the horizontal dotted lines and uncertainties as the shaded areas. 
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 v erall brightness trend but is shifted relative to the curve around
ow phase angles, the bump in the light curve around MJD 57450
hen the comet was at opposition in 2016. Initially, we thought

t was an effect of the slight bandpass differences between the
loan- r and Johnson/Cousins R filters. Some other data sets that
se Johnson/Cousins filters, e.g. OSN, OGS, and CAFOS, appear
o align better with TRAPPIST; ho we ver, this is not true of all data
aken in this filter, for example the NOT data does not have an offset
nd follows the trend of the majority of the data. This offset persisted
fter colour calibration. We looked at r − i colours around low phase
ngles to see if there was a change in the colour but this was not seen,
ee section 5.1 . We also investigated if there was any correlation
etween colour and geocentric distance, airmass, or seeing. We did
ot see any correlation so it remains a mystery as to what is causing
his offset. In order to aid in meaningful comparisons between the
ata we needed to correct these offsets and line the points up with
he rest of the curve. To correct for these offsets we first subtracted
he o v erall trend of the light curve leaving us with a scatter of points
round the av erage. F or each data set that was offset from the average,
e modelled the offset as a function of time using a simple straight-

ine fit. Each fit was then subtracted from their respective data so
he averages of each data set followed the average of the o v erall
NRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 

urve. 
 ANALYSI S  

.1 Coma colour 

he coma colour remains more or less constant throughout the
pparition (Fig. 4 ) indicating no significant change in the gas
roduction relative to dust production around perihelion, which
ould be expected to cause a decrease in g − r , for example. Table 4

ummarize the average colours measured by six different instruments
uring the campaign in g − r , r − i , and i − z. The colours for the
OT/ALFOSC and TRAPPIST-South have been converted from B,
, R, I to g, r, i (Jester et al. 2005 ). The g − r colour of 67P is
onsistent with what we would expect the dust from a comet to
ook like at these heliocentric distances (Jewitt & Meech 1986 ).
oehnhardt et al. ( 2016 ) reports a minor g − r colour change from
.56 to 0.62 measured within a 10 000 km apertures between 2015
eptember 10 and 2016 May 7. They report this from a sample of

ust four data points from across their data. We do not see the same
rend in our calibrations of the Wendelstein data, in fact we see an
pposite trend; ho we v er, this discrepanc y could be e xplained by the
ifferences in calibration methods between our works. Since we have
ccess to colour data from a much wider span of time we can say
hat we do not see this subtle colour change in any of our data. 
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Table 4. Average colour of 67P coma across the observation period measured 
by different instruments. All instruments are calibrated to the Pan-STARRS 
magnitude system. 

Telescope/instrument Filter range Colour index 

Gemini N/GMOS g − r 0.65 ± 0.04 
r − i 0.26 ± 0.03 
i − z 0.03 ± 0.06 

LT/IO:O g − r 0.61 ± 0.004 
r − i 0.27 ± 0.004 
i − z 0.08 ± 0.01 

NOT/ALFOSC g − r (from V and R ) 0.61 ± 0.004 
STELLA/WIFSIP g − r 0.64 ± 0.02 

r − i 0.24 ± 0.03 
i − z 0.08 ± 0.05 

TRAPPIST-South/CCD g − r (from B , V and R ) 0.60 ± 0.004 
r − i (from R and I ) 0.20 ± 0.004 

Wendelstein 2-m/WWFI g − r 0.59 ± 0.02 
r − i 0.22 ± 0.02 

Figure 5. Light curve of 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko around perihelion 
between 2015 July 17 and 2015 September 25. Photometry has been calibrated 
and scaled to the r -band. A piecewise fit trend line has been plotted and the 
time of the outburst seen in Boehnhardt et al. ( 2016 ) has been highlighted. 
The grey dotted line show the times of the brightest outbursts seen by Vincent 
et al. ( 2016 ). 
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.2 Searching for outbursts 

7P was observed in r -band filters for almost its entire perihelion
assage. We measured the maximum brightness of the comet as 
13.2 within a 10 000 km aperture for the period of 2015 late
ugust to early September. The light curve (Fig. 2 ) follows the
redictions (Snodgrass et al. 2013 ) well and does not show any
arge-scale deviations from the expectations, which indicates the 
cti vity le vel remained more or less constant between apparitions. 
 brightness increase of ∼0.14 mag was obvious in multiple data 

ets on 2015 August 22, indicated in Fig. 5 , confirming the outburst
een by Boehnhardt et al. ( 2016 ) with the Wendelstein telescope.
he number of telescopes pointed at 67P that night allowed us to
onstrain the event to within a few hours. The last observation taken
y the LT at 05:51:25 UTC measured a brightness of 13.34 ± 0.03,
hen about 5 h later it was observed by the Lowell telescope between
1:17:19 and 11:46:24 UTC which measured an average brightness 
f 13.20 ± 0.02. This increase in brightness is seen by the LT and
endelstein the following night. LT measured 13.19 ± 0.02 and 
endelstein measured 13.22 ± 0.03. 
In order to properly characterise these outbursts and disco v er

thers missed by manual inspection we remo v ed the underlying
hotometric trend. We modelled the trend as a simple polynomial 
iecewise fit. The data are scaled and shifted to fit to the curve as
escribed in section 4.2 . This was done because of subtle offsets
etween the data sets remaining after the colour calibration. Fig. 6
hows the light curve with the offsets between data remo v ed and the
iecewise fit plotted underneath. Fig. 7 shows the outburst of 2015
ugust 22 with the trend remo v ed. We modelled an exponential fit to

he outburst, peaking at 0.14 ± 0.02 mag brighter than the baseline
nd falling off as m ∝ e −0.59 t , where t is measured in days. No further
utbursts were seen after the removal of the baseline trend. We tried
o find evidence of outbursts that were seen in situ on 2016 February
9 (Gr ̈un et al. 2016 ) and 2016 July 3 (Agarwal et al. 2017 ) but
e could not find anything convincing. We also looked to see if we

ould confirm the potential outburst seen from the ground on 2015
eptember 19 (Knight et al. 2017 ) but we could not find convincing
vidence of brightening within the other data sets at this time. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Outburst of 2015 August 22 

e can confirm the outburst seen in the comet coma morphology
y Boehnhardt et al. ( 2016 ) in our analysis of the 67P photometry.
he date and time of this event corresponds to an outburst seen by

he NavCam instrument onboard Rosetta: outburst #16 from Vincent 
t al. ( 2016 ), which was observed on 2015 August 22 06:47:04
TC. Outburst #16 could be connected to our outburst, it is bright

nd occurs immediately before the brightness increase seen in the 
round-based data at 2015 August 22 11:17:19 UTC. The data taken
ith NavCam is uncalibrated so we do not know exactly how bright

t is compared to the other outbursts seen with OSIRIS. Judging
he images by eye we can see that the outburst is as bright as,
f not brighter than, the other outbursts and shares morphological 
imilarities with the brightest outbursts seen with OSIRIS. 

Looking at NavCam images from ESA’s Planetary Science 
rchive (PSA), the first image taken ∼2 h following the outburst

eems to show increased activity; it has an increased brightness 
n the inner coma compared with other images taken around that
ime. This indicates a possible longer term event compared to typical
vents seen from the spacecraft, which appear only in single frames.
o we ver, the comet was observed from a different orientation in

he image following the outburst, and activity level varies depending 
n the part of the surface that is illuminated so it is difficult to
ake a direct comparison and make a clear statement about the

ongevity of the outburst. OSIRIS did not acquire images at the time
f the outburst, the images that were closest in time to the outburst
ere taken 2015 August 22 05:55:43 UTC and 2015 August 23
8:20:06 UTC. These images taken before and after the outburst 
o not show any significantly increased activity (C Tubiana 2022, 
ersonal communication, 22 July). 
The Boehnhardt outburst looks different in morphology to the 

incent outburst, the former is a jet-like structure while the latter is
uch broader and f an-lik e in its appearance, although it is essential

o point out that these two structures are very different in scale. The
utbursts photographed by Rosetta are of the order of 10 km in size
hereas the Boehnhart event is approximately 5000 km in length. The 

ource locations estimated for these events also differ, Boehnhardt 
t al. ( 2016 ) suggests the feature originated from latitudes between
MNRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Light curve of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko measured within 10 000 km aperture. Photometry has been calibrated and scaled to the r -band. A 

piecewise fit trend line has been plotted. The photometry behind this plot can be found in Table A2 . 

Figure 7. Light curve around 2015 August 22 with the baseline photometric 
trend remo v ed. An anomalous increase in the brightness is obvious. The 
Lowell points have been shifted to match the trend. The anomaly shows signs 
of being an outburst with a rapid brightening with an exponential fall-off. We 
estimate a brightening of 0.14 mag. 
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 5 ◦ and + 10 ◦ on the nucleus whereas Vincent et al. ( 2016 ) see their
utburst coming from a latitude of -40 ◦. This discrepancy may be
ue to differing coordinate systems, since Boehnhardt et al. ( 2016 )
ses a simplified spherical model to estimate the source location and
incent et al. ( 2016 ) uses more accurate planetographic coordinates.
o we ver, we belie ve the dif ferences between these systems are not

nough to explain the large offset in source latitudes. Since the scales
f these outbursts differ by orders of magnitude, it could be possible
hat outburst #16 is but one of many small outbursts that contribute to
his larger coma change. Outburst #15 (Vincent et al. 2016 ) was seen
bout 24 h before #16 and could be contributing to the brightening
NRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 
ut there was no brightening seen in the data when outburst #15
appened. It could be possible a larger outbursting event was missed
y the in situ instruments; ho we ver, this is unlikely since during
hat time the probe was regularly monitoring the nucleus, taking
mages with an average separation of 12 min and some as short as
 min (Vincent et al. 2016 ). All of this uncertainty makes it difficult
o draw a definitive connection between the Boehnhardt event and
n situ observations. 

.2 Searching for other confirmed outbursts and linking 
bser v ations to surface changes 

he outburst of 2015 August 22 is on the smaller side of outbursts
ypically seen from the ground in other comets. While this outburst
as easily spotted, it is very possible it could have been missed had
e not known where to look. It was noticed due to its connection
ith the morphology change seen by Boehnhardt et al. ( 2016 ).
ther outbursts seen by the spacecraft were not seen on the ground.
r ̈un et al. ( 2016 ) reports a sustained increase in Af ρ, using a
000 km aperture, of the comet around the event of 2016 February 19
MJD 57437.4), based on TRAPPIST data. Ho we ver this sustained
rightness increase is not seen in our magnitude data. This could
e due to the low phase angle at the time of observations, meaning
he phase angle effects masked any potential signal from the data.
t is worth noting that our magnitudes are not phase-corrected
hereas Gr ̈un et al. ( 2016 ) presents phase corrected data. Also this

ustained brightness could have been subtracted from the data during
etrending. We do not detect the brightening independent of the
pacecraft data. 

A major goal of this study was to see if any surface changes seen by
osetta could be connected to observations made from the ground.
ne of the most notable surface changes on the comet was the Aswan

liff collapse (Pajola et al. 2017 ). This collapse w as link ed to a bright
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Figure 8. r -band light curve of the 2021–2022 67P apparition. Observations 
were taken at the LT. The solid black curve is the predicted brightness of the 
comet. The step in the curve between pre- and post-perihelion is not a real 
feature and is due to the simplistic power law functions used in the prediction. 
The vertical dashed line shows the time of perihelion. The hatched patterns 
shows when solar elongation below 50 ◦ (hatched), 30 ◦ (cross-hatched), and 
15 ◦ (solid grey). The dash-dotted line shows the division between years. The 
photometry behind this plot can be found in Table A3 . 
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utburst seen by NavCam on 2015 July 10 (MJD 57213.1). There 
s unfortunately a gap of several days in the ground-based data that
oincides with this event meaning any increase in brightness would 
ave been missed so it is impossible to say if this event could have
een visible from the ground. El-Maarry et al. ( 2019 ) summarize
nd maps the major nuclear surface changes observed by Rosetta. 
e compared these observations to the estimated source positions 

f both the Vincent and Boehnhart outbursts but we find no obvious
igns of a surface change that corresponded to either position. 

.3 Dust mass estimate 

n order to create more meaningful comparisons to physical quanti- 
ies we estimate the mass of the 2015 August 22 outburst. We assume
 dust r -band geometric albedo of 4.17 per cent and a total geometric
ross-sectional area, G , defined in Kelley et al. ( 2021 ) as: 

 = 

πr 2 h � 

2 

A p � ( θ ) 
10 −0 . 4( m −m �) (1) 

here � is the observer-comet distance, � ( θ ) is the coma phase
unction e v aluated at phase angle θ (Schleicher 2010 ), m is the
pparent magnitude of the total dust coma, and m � is the apparent
agnitude of the Sun at 1 au in the same bandpass and magnitude

ystem. In order to convert G into dust mass we need to make
n assumption of the grain density and grain size distribution. We 
ssume a grain density of 500 kg m 

−3 (Jorda et al. 2016 ) and a grain
ize distribution of dn / da = a −2.6 (Vincent et al. 2016 ), we constrain
he dust grain radii between 1 μm and 10 μm. To calculate the mass
f the outburst we subtract the coma mass after the outburst from the
oma mass before the outburst. Using these we estimate the mass
f our outburst to be 2.0 × 10 5 kg ( ∼12 per cent of the total coma),
hich puts it in agreement with the mass estimates made by Vincent

t al. ( 2016 ), who puts a constraint of 10 4 kg on the typical dust mass
f outbursts seen by Rosetta, with 10 5 kg being the largest seen.
r ̈un et al. ( 2016 ) claim to observe an outburst of mass 10 3 kg from

he ground, with such sensitivity we would expect to see many more
utbursts than we do. Our estimate is also in line with similar scale
utbursts seen on other comets observed from the ground; Kelley 
t al. ( 2021 ) estimates that the mass of outbursts from 46P/Wirtanen
ie between 3 × 10 4 kg to 5 × 10 6 kg. It is encouraging to see that
he outburst we see is of the same mass as the ones seen by Rosetta
s this implies that the outburst seen from the ground is, if not one
bserved directly by Rosetta, an outburst of a similar scale to the
argest seen. Ho we ver, this raises the question as to why apparently
one of the other similarly large outbursts were seen from the ground.
he other brightest outb ursts, including outb urst #12, the brightest
een by Vincent et al. ( 2016 ), go unseen in the photometry. Perhaps
his is due to the challenging viewing conditions that were present 
uring the early part of the campaign when 67P was most active. 

.4 Comparison to 2021–2022 apparition 

e made a comparison to data taken taken during the 2021–
022 apparition, where the viewing conditions were a lot more 
a v ourable. Despite the better viewing conditions, there was not as
n intensive monitoring campaign for this apparition. Sharma et al. 
 2021 ) observed two outbursts using the 70-cm GROWTH-India 
elescope on 2021 October 29 and 2021 No v ember 17. The second
utburst was also observed and confirmed by the LCO Outbursting 
bjects Key Project (Kelley et al. 2021 ; Lister et al. 2022 ). These
utbursts came 4 d before and 15 d after perihelion respectively. This
ends credence to the fact that acti vity le vels remain similar between
rbits since it was at this point around perihelion in the 2015–2016
pparition where Rosetta detected the highest rate of outbursts. The 
utburst we saw on 2015 August 22 occurred 9 d after perihelion.
he Sharma outbursts were measured to have masses of 5.3 × 10 5 

g and 1.3 × 10 6 kg respectively. This is consistent with the mass we
stimated for our outburst but it is still an order of magnitude larger
han the typical outburst seen by Rosetta. 

We observed 67P with the LT during its 2021–2022 apparition, the
 -band light curve is shown in Fig. 8 . As with the previous apparition,
he comet follows the predictions well. The predictions were created 
sing the same method as Snodgrass et al. ( 2013 ). The discrepancy
round perihelion is due to the simplification of the models and
hould not be seen as a deviation from predictions. The data are a
ery good match for the predictions pre- and post-perihelion which 
uggests no difference in activity levels. No outbursts were seen in
his data. These data were unfortunately marred by extended periods 
f telescope downtime due to a volcanic eruption on La Palma. As
uck would have it, the eruption coincided with perihelion and the
wo outbursts that were seen by Sharma et al. ( 2021 ), which meant
e were unable to independently confirm these outbursts using the 
T. 
All of this highlights the fact that characterizing small-scale 

utbursts of a comet and linking it to nuclear activity is still
hallenging, even when we have direct comparisons from spacecraft 
ata. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e developed a pipeline for the consistent calibration of the multitude 
f disparate data from the ground-based observing campaign accom- 
anying the Rosetta mission. The pipeline w ork ed well with a pro-
essing success rate of ∼83 per cent across the data. The calibrated
ata allowed for a careful search for outbursts through the perihelion
eriod between 2015 April and 2016 August. We disco v ered one
utburst on 2015 August 22 with a magnitude increase of ∼0.14
ag. This event confirms that the brightening seen in Boehnhardt 

t al. ( 2016 ) was a sign of an outburst. Linking this event with in situ
MNRAS 517, 4305–4316 (2022) 
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utbursts pro v ed challenging: while an in situ outburst was seen
ithin the same time period as the brightening event, discrepancies

n the surface origin estimates and the differences in scale of the
n situ outbursts compared to the large-scale coma morphology
ade it hard to pro v e that there was a direct link between them.
o other outbursts were seen in our data despite the many in situ

v ents observ ed. We conclude that ev ents of this scale are e xtremely
hallenging to observe from the ground and bridging the gap between
arge-scale coma changes and small-scale nuclear activity remains
o be understood. 
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Table A1. g -, r -, i -, and z-band photometry. Measured within an aperture with radius ρ 10 000 km. Full table is av ailable online, first five ro ws gi ven as an 
example. 

Date MJD Tel./inst. Filter m r σm r m g σm g m i σm i 

(UT) (d) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) 

2014-03-12T06:02:58.670 56728.2521 NOT/ALFOSC R Bes 650 130 19.115 0.088 – – – –
2014-03-12T06:03:43.312 56728.2526 NOT/ALFOSC R Bes 650 130 19.169 0.026 – – – –
2014-03-12T06:09:12.809 56728.2564 NOT/ALFOSC R Bes 650 130 19.134 0.026 – – – –
2014-03-12T06:12:57.846 56728.2590 NOT/ALFOSC R Bes 650 130 19.160 0.031 – – – –
2014-03-12T06:16:43.103 56728.2616 NOT/ALFOSC R Bes 650 130 19.312 0.053 – – – –
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

m z σm z m Inst. σm Inst. ZP σZP C Colour RA DEC RA JPL DEC JPL Offset 
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) 

– – –10.115 0.087 29.145 0.014 0.14 g-r 291.11738 −26.82187 291.11735 −26.82069 0.00118 
– – –12.888 0.023 31.972 0.014 0.14 g-r 291.11737 −26.82191 291.11746 −26.82069 0.00122 
– – −12.934 0.022 31.984 0.015 0.14 g-r 291.11735 −26.82190 291.11821 −26.82067 0.00145 
– – –12.881 0.023 31.957 0.021 0.14 g-r 291.11735 −26.82190 291.11873 −26.82065 0.00175 
– – –12.697 0.029 31.924 0.045 0.14 g-r 291.11734 −26.82186 291.11925 −26.82064 0.00209 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

ρ ρ Pixel Scale r � Phase Airmass Seeing Remarks 
(arcsec) (pix) (arcsec/pix) (au) (au) (deg) (arcsec) 

2.93 16.29 0.18 4.33 4.70 11.75 3.30 – Comet misidentified 
2.93 16.29 0.18 4.33 4.70 11.75 3.28 – Comet misidentified 
2.93 16.29 0.18 4.33 4.70 11.75 3.14 – Comet misidentified 
2.93 16.29 0.18 4.33 4.70 11.75 3.05 – Comet misidentified 
2.93 16.29 0.18 4.33 4.70 11.75 2.97 – Comet misidentified 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Table A2. r −band photometry averaged per night. Measured within an aperture with radius ρ 10 000 km. Full table is available online, first five rows given 
as an example. 

Date MJD Telescope/Instrument m r σm r ρ ρ r � Phase Airmass 
(UT) (d) (mag) (mag) (arcsec) (pix) (au) (au) (deg) 

2015-08-14 57248 CA 2.2-m/CAFOS 13.444 0.113 7.78 14.97 1.2433 1.7709 33.89 1.99 
2015-08-15 57249 CA 2.2-m/CAFOS 13.351 0.112 7.79 14.97 1.2435 1.7703 33.91 2.59 
2015-08-16 57250 CA 2.2-m/CAFOS 13.452 0.026 7.79 14.98 1.2438 1.7697 33.92 2.57 
2015-08-17 57251 CA 2.2-m/CAFOS 13.351 0.018 7.79 14.98 1.2443 1.7692 33.94 2.49 
2015-08-18 57252 CA 2.2-m/CAFOS 13.382 0.028 7.79 14.98 1.2448 1.7688 33.95 2.60 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
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Table A3. r −band photometry acquired at the LT between 2021 and 2022. Measured within an aperture with radius ρ 10 000 km. Full table is 
available online, first five rows given as an example. 

Date MJD m r σm r m Inst. σm Inst. ZP σZP RA DEC 

(UT) (d) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (deg) (deg) 

2021-07-06T03:58:45.120 59401.1658 15.264 0.059 −12.212 0.010 27.476 0.058 10.05779 −0.32235 
2021-07-06T03:59:28.320 59401.1663 15.279 0.063 −12.195 0.010 27.474 0.063 10.05802 −0.32229 
2021-07-06T04:00:02.880 59401.1667 15.260 0.109 −12.222 0.010 27.482 0.108 10.05823 −0.32218 
2021-07-06T04:00:46.080 59401.1672 15.242 0.120 −12.215 0.010 27.457 0.119 10.05844 −0.32208 
2021-07-06T04:01:20.640 59401.1676 15.273 0.053 −12.207 0.010 27.480 0.052 10.05869 −0.32201 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

RA JPL DEC JPL Offset ρ ρ Pixel Scale r � Phase Airmass Seeing Remarks 
(deg) (deg) (deg) (arcsec) (pix) (arcsec/pix) (au) (au) (deg) (arcsec) 

10.05841 −0.32240 0.0006 9.46 31.55 0.30 1.85 1.46 33.29 1.59 1.45 –
10.05863 −0.32231 0.0006 9.46 31.55 0.30 1.85 1.46 33.29 1.59 1.60 –
10.05886 −0.32222 0.0006 9.46 31.55 0.30 1.85 1.46 33.29 1.58 1.54 –
10.05908 −0.32213 0.0006 9.46 31.55 0.30 1.85 1.46 33.29 1.58 1.45 –
10.05930 −0.32204 0.0006 9.46 31.55 0.30 1.85 1.46 33.29 1.58 1.54 –
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
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